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Many of the readers here have probably
heard, from more than one source,
about the recently imposed tariff on
imported softwood lumber from Canada.
Undoubtedly an important event,
something that would make for an
interesting article on forest policy, on
both a regional and national scale.
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Before long, I recognized a disconnect in
this thinking. One of the key issues as
Policy Chair is to understand the
appropriate realm for analyzing and
influencing issues of forest policy. What
are the strengths of our expertise within
NESAF/SAF? What is the knowledge base
within our stakeholders, and what key
activities can we reasonably expect to
influence via discourse?

A load of Eastern hemlock at the landing.
Public Domain image courtesy of Pixabay.com
(Article continues on page 4)

American Chestnut Research and Restoration Efforts in Northern New England

News Quarterly science theme ~ Dr. Anthony D’Amato, theme editor

Resprouting American
chestnuts are found in
the woods today.

American chestnut (Castanea dentata) once played a significant ecological,
economic, and cultural role in forests across New England and
throughout the eastern US. The functional elimination of this species by
the introduced chestnut blight (Chryphonectria parasitica) in the early
1900s resulted in untold impacts to the structure and functioning of
forests across the range of chestnut and numerous efforts over the past
several decades have been focused on restoring this once-great species.
This theme highlights several research and restoration efforts designed
to evaluate the factors limiting successful reintroduction of this species
and potential operational approaches for its establishment on forest
ownerships in northern New England. These efforts reflect long
partnerships in the region between the American Chestnut Foundation
and scientists with the USDA Forest Service Northern Research Station
and Universities of Maine and Vermont.
(Articles begin on page 6)
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Greetings from the Nutmeg State! ~ Jeff Ward, NESAF Chair
Change is a constant – the weather, the forests we work and play in, the status of the Chapters, Divisions,
and New England SAF. Later this year we will have the elections of new state representatives to the
NESAF Executive Committee from Connecticut, New Hampshire, and Rhode Island. Serving as a state
representative is a great way to meet, work, and network with folks from throughout the region on issues
that affect our lives and chosen profession. Please consider throwing your axe into the ring and becoming
a candidate. It will require a few days of your time for a couple of years, but I believe it is a truly
worthwhile experience.
Change happens – and this is a cautionary tale of the importance of stepping up to a leadership role.
Yankee Division has become a shell of its former self over the past few years, only held together by
Tom Worthley’s dogged persistence as Treasurer. When less than ten years ago Yankee had annual
meetings with 200+ attendees, it has been unable to find anyone willing to serve as Chair since 2012; and an informal poll of
members found nearly 60% thought its usefulness had passed.
A Division meeting was held in late May to determine its fate. It is a good thing the world is run by those who turn up. The
importance of a Division to address local issues along with opportunity for fellowship was stressed by Golden members Hans
Bergey who participated in the founding of Yankee in 1960 and John Hibbard who because a member a few years later. During
the spirited hour long discussion it became clear that an organization can not survive, and certainly not thrive, without leaders.
Mike Bartlett stepped up (again) and was elected Division Chair. Tom Worthley and Mike Bartlett will meet with the
Chapter Chairs to discuss possible changes in bylaws and how to move forward in the coming years.
Change can be good – after a long hiatus, the National SAF meeting will be coming to New England, Providence, RI, in 2020.
Fred Borman (New Hampshire), Ken Laustsen (Maine), and Bob Ricard (Connecticut) have volunteered to be the local
co-chairs. Over the next couple of years they may tap you on the shoulder to help – and it will be a great opportunity to highlight
some very interesting work begin done in the region.
I hope everyone has a great summer. If you are looking for an interesting nearby trip, consider attending the NESAF Silvicultural
Field Tour in the Adirondacks that Bennet Leon (bennetleon@gmail.com) is organizing for July 20-21. Please see page 12 for
more details.

Branch out into new Services ~ Si Balch, District 6 Council Representative
Wood pays most of the bills, but the value of forest services is rising. The northeast timber markets are
now convulsed in response to the pulpwood and biomass declines combined with the uncertainty of the
Canadian trade wrangles. Foresters at every level and every job are affected. Landowners, including public,
private and non-profit, are seeking help understanding these wood market changes and the other services
available on their land.
For decades we have explored and debated these “other” services and since certification arrived we are
seeing monetary values attached to them, either as penalties for not properly caring for them or benefits
such as sequestered carbon or market access. There is an opportunity for us to increase our suite of
marketable skills and improve landowner satisfaction. Many landowners want their land to provide more
aesthetic satisfaction than money. We have to know the wood side, but we also need to be able to manage
for these other values.
An essential key to delivering this type of work is a contracting force equipped with different machinery and good interpersonal
skills. Some foresters are adding these to their own enterprises while others are trying to find contractors willing to take on this
new opportunity. You can call it forestscaping , parking out, low impact or any other number of terms, but they are all different
from the traditional operations we are familiar with. For consultants it means charging for time. Do not be shy about this. There is
money available from landowners and some government programs that will pay to manage forests for a growing suite of values.
Many of you know these things and we all do some of this, but this aspect of forestry is growing rapidly and is a real opportunity
for professional foresters.
Thank you for your time to read and think about this.
Si Balch CF
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(Forest Policy article continued from page 1)

I soon realized that the answer does not
include tax and trade issues per se.
Notwithstanding the above, the recent tariff is
of critical importance to the forestry
community! Depending on future events, tariffs
and similar legislation may well impact the
specifics of existing – applicable - policy
decisions. We need to maintain current
information about these events. NESAF
remains a resource for all members for
understanding the many happenings that in
some way affect our resource – forests – and
the livelihoods of all involved.
Why?
I’d like to first offer some specifics about the
tariff, in summary form, as gleaned from the
Department of Commerce (DOC) action.
DOC reviews a vast realm of competing
imports with an eye towards creating a level
playing field – one where goods produced here
in the U.S. can compete based on existing
inventory of natural resources and value-added
services/technological strengths. In other
words, if a foreign government or industry
maintains a significant subsidy for some related
reason, for example, a government reduces
income taxes to allow a company or industry
to remain solvent. (Hypothetically, the entity
might be favored because of a contribution to
regional employment.) In this case, the “playing
field” is not “level” – or equitable. For the
softwood tariff, the complaint hinges on the
“unfair practices” of buying stumpage at below
market values. These values are a function of
the very different land ownership and
management regime in Canada where something like 80% of harvested lands are owned by
the Government, known as “Crown Lands”.
The specific legislation at hand is the
“Countervailing Duty” (CVD) law, which takes
shape as an investigation in circumstances as
outlined above. On April 24th, a CVD investigation was announced, calling for the
immediate imposition of a tariff on 5
companies: Canfor Corporation, J.D. Irving,
Limited, Resolute FP Canada, Ltd., Tolko
Marketing and Sales Ltd. and Tolko Industries
Ltd., and, West Fraser Mills, Ltd. There is a
substantial variation in tariff rates for the 5
entities, ranging from 3.02% to 24.12%. All
other Canadian producers/exporters receive a
flat 19.88%.
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How Does It Work?
Although the calculations are highly complex, the collection is pretty
straightforward. A truck shows up at the border. The owner must pay a
cash deposit to cross based on the specific tariff and volume of material.
The Countervailing Duty was prompted by a petition from the
Committee Overseeing Action for Lumber International Trade
Investigations or Negotiations (COALITION). The coalition is an ad hoc
organization of 13 companies, notably Potlach and Weyerhaeuser
(both Washington).
What Happens Now?
It’s mostly and wait and see situation. There will be endless discussions
and negotiations between the two countries. Canadians are surely
unhappy. In fact, a group of Governors from the province of Quebec
recently sent a delegation to Washington as an envoy. Quebec is already
noticing big drops in sales and employment. Resolute Forest Products, for
one, is cutting shifts at seven mills and delaying operations, actions that
will have repercussions for almost 1,300 employees.
Beyond the impact of the tariff on commerce and producers, the one
supremely outstanding element is the inherent complexity. The
underpinnings of the softwood tariff can be approached from endless
perspectives given the realm of international trade, global resource
supply, currency exchange rates (now at an almost historical record rate
between the U.S. and Canada) and national/political aspirations. Such
complexity only serves to reinforce the idea that SAF cannot play an
influential role other than to educate, and to consider the relationship
between forest resources/strategies and international events.
I was fortunate in writing this piece to have guidance from John Barnwell
at SAF (Director, Government and External Affairs) in Washington. He
verified some of my thinking and added invaluable context about trade
and markets generally. Our discussion turned to NAFTA, and John
reminded me of the dairy component of the current tariff instigation and
connections to softwood. Some fact checking yielded, to my surprise,
that both dairy and lumber are excluded from the current NAFTA
agreement. Donald Trump raised allegations of unfair practices in the
dairy industry, focusing on pricing in Wisconsin, only a week prior to the
April 24 tariff imposition. In spite of an apparent linkage between the two,
investigation into softwood lumber started well in advance of the current
administration, in November 2016 under Barack Obama. A true picture
of history shows lumber disagreements on pricing for softwood go as far
back as the 1930’s with a lengthy array of disputes, regulations,
counter-claims and political end-runs. We’re really looking at yet another
return of the ball from one side of a ping-pong table to the other, a game
played by two very experienced professionals.
Yet the game has a massive prize for the winner to the tune of $US 5.66
billion/$CAD 7.66 (annual exports from Canada to the U.S.-below; chart in
$CAD). One obvious question that arises is the background to NAFTA
regarding 1) exclusion of softwood lumber, and 2) the very unique,
limited inclusion of dairy in the agreement. (Dairy consists of 3 separate
provisions between the US, Canada and Mexico vs. the typical 3-way
arrangement.) The best answers I heard centered on the complex history,
huge amount of value under consideration, and political issues.
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In The Globe and Mail (5/17/17), Univ. British
Columbia Professor Harry Nelson said the
following: softwood “had a special exclusion in
the free-trade agreement; I think it was just an
indication of how intense the politics were around
lumber.” Nelson proposed that the need for an
umbrella agreement framework was
paramount, and that not every industry had to
be included for the larger objective of a deal.
“That created this dynamic [of lumber] being
treated as a separate issue”. Again, all of this
history will take time to materialize in terms of
a softwood tariff resolution, or, entire change
to broader NAFTA agreement.
Final Thoughts
To conclude, I want to return to issues
germane to New England. An interesting
article was written by former President Jimmy
Carter in The Washington Post (May 09, 2017).
As a timberland owner in Georgia, he
lamented the pricing constraints of his family’s
pine tracts where at $25.00/ton, revenue
generated from harvests brings an identical
amount today as it did 35 years ago. With the
new tariff, domestic growers and mills should
have a more favorable business environment.
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Jimmy Carter might be able to average more than $25/acre in annual
income. However, as with most involuntary market designations, a
downside exists – in this case higher prices for builders and homebuyers.
If you plan on building with framing lumber, prices will (have already)
increase. I wish I had advice for those of you with an interest on both
sides of the equation: those timberland owners who are planning on
construction will see both favorable and unfavorable financial situations in
the short-term. I guess the best advice is to enjoy the beauty, solitude
and fun inherent in holding your land for resilient, sustainable forestry!
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Restoration of the American Chestnut in Maine
Brian Roth, METACF Board Member
Associate Director,
Cooperative Forestry Research Unit
School of Forest Resources,
University of Maine
brian.roth@maine.edu

The American chestnut’s northern range
historically reached into the agricultural areas
of Southwest Maine and extended as far north
and east as the Penobscot valley into
Millinocket, ME. To the south, chestnut was
common along the Appalachian Mountain
range into Georgia and Alabama and Florida.
While not a dominant species in Maine, it
favored well drained coarse textured soils and
scattered pockets could be found on well
drained deep glacial deposits of unsorted sand
and gravel. These days the American chestnut
has to contend with an invasive blight
(Chryphonectria parasitica) which was
accidentally introduced to North America on
Asian chestnut stock imported from Japan
sometime in the late 1800’s. First discovered in
the New York Zoological garden in 1904,
within 40 years the blight had spread
throughout the entire range killing billions of
trees along the way. During this period, all
attempts to halt the spread of the disease and
breed disease resistance through hybridization
with resistant Asian chestnuts proved futile
and it seemed that this iconic tree that was so
important to wildlife and humans alike would
be lost forever. Today, while a few large
surviving trees remain, having escaped the
killing front, there is little resistance to the
blight and the population has been reduced to
scattered stump sprouts in the understory that
do not reach a size large enough to reproduce
rendering the population ‘functionally extinct’.
However, the failure of past breeding efforts
caught the attention of a corn geneticist, Dr.
Charles Burnham who knew that a breeding
program that backcrossed hybrid Chinese/
American trees with three successive
generations of pure American chestnuts and a
couple more generations of intercrossing
would be successful. The resulting seed (B3F3)
would be 15/16ths American and through
careful screening at each generation would

retain both the blight resistance from the Chinese sources and the prized
traits from the American sources (Steiner et al. 2017). To this end a
non-profit organization, The American Chestnut Foundation (TACF), was
formed in 1983 rapidly becoming the largest breeding and restoration
effort of its kind in the eastern United States, empowering thousands of
volunteers and raising millions of dollars in support. There are currently
16 state and multi-state chapters of the TACF with breeding programs
underway including ME, VT/NH, MA/RI and CT.
The current focus of the breeding program in Maine is to harvest seeds
(B3F2) from the most blight-resistant trees in our third-backcross (B3)
orchards, and plant them in our seed orchards. There are nine seed
orchards in Maine which constitute the 5th generation of our
6-generation breeding program. These seed orchards are hosted on lands
owned by the USFS-NRS, University of Maine, Woodland Owners
Association of Maine and The Nature Conservancy. After field evaluation
and selection for blight resistance and American type, the seed orchards
will produce seeds (B3F3 – the 6th generation) for chestnut test and
restoration plantings in Maine’s forests, starting in about 2020. In the
meantime we are establishing field trials with native American sources
as well as advanced B3F3 sources from VA to learn more about
where and how to establish chestnut trees in the wild once the resistant
seeds are ready.
The first step is to understand what site conditions best support the
reintroduction of American chestnut trees in Maine. To this end a GIS
soil-site analysis was completed as part of an undergraduate project at
the University of Maine using soil type, drainage, exposure, and climate.
The resulting maps were used to search for large surviving chestnut trees
from the air during mid-July when the trees are in full bloom (Roth and
Farrell 2016). A ground check of promising tree locations was completed
in October of 2015 and a surprising outcome was the discovery of the
tallest American chestnut tree in its native range (at 115’) located in
Lowell, ME (National Public Radio 2015).
The next step is to learn about what size of tree to plant (seeds,
container or bareroot) and what type of silviculture to deploy them in
(shelterwoods vs. gaps) via a series of restoration field trials. One

Figure 1. Volunteers are the backbone of the American chestnut
planting restoration trial in Dixmont, Maine in May 2017.
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example is a restoration field trial established
in partnership with the Community Forest of
Dixmont, ME. The research goal is to
determine how best to reintroduce the
hybrids into the landscape where the
potentially blight resistant species will have to
compete with other plant species for sunlight,
water, and nutrients while withstanding
predation and damage from wildlife. In the
spring of 2017, three replicate plantings of 80
bareroot seedlings were planted in either the
understory of a shelterwood or in a gap.
About half of the seedlings have a tree shelter
for protection from browsing. A total of 525
B3F3 seedlings were planted (Figure 1). This is
complimentary to several other field trials
around Maine which test the effect of planting
stock type (direct sowing, container seedlings
and bareroot stock). The research question
that these stocktype trials are attempting to
address is what the tradeoffs are between
planting stock size and early survival, growth
and resistance to browsing.

northern). Levels of disease resistance span native American, Chinese,
B3F2, and B3F3. This study is based on findings from a similar experiment
in VT. After the first winter, overall survival is over 98% in both
treatments (Figure 2).
While the effort is well underway in Maine, this is a huge effort with
much work yet to be done. The Maine Chapter is always interested in
volunteers to either serve on the Board of Directors, help install and
maintain breeding/seed orchards and restoration trials or offer talks
about the American chestnut story to the general public. Please visit the
Maine chapter website for more information at: https://www.acf.org/me/ .
References:
National Public Radio. 2015. All things considered. December 17th. http://
www.npr.org/sections/thesalt/2015/12/17/459203467/in-the-maine-woods-atowering-giant-could-help-save-chesnuts
Roth, B.E. and E. Farrell. 2016. Mapping American Chestnut Habitat in Maine:
Discovery of the tallest American chestnut tree in North America.
The Forestry Source 21(2):12.
Steiner, K.C., Westbrook, J.W., Hebard, F.V. et al. 2017. Rescue of American
chestnut with extraspecific genes following its destruction by a naturalized
pathogen. New Forests. 48: 317. doi:10.1007/s11056-016-9561-5
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11056-016-9561-5

The Great Acadia Fire
70 Years Later
Lessons and Future Challenges
Figure 2. Cynthia Hall with a Chinese
chestnut seedling to serve as a control in a
cold tolerance x disease resistance field
experiment on New England Forestry
Foundation property in Knox, ME

Another series of field trials are investigating
the performance of several seed sources and
silviculture treatments on early cold tolerance
and
disease resistance in Maine. The
experiment is replicated across two
contrasting environmental conditions (open
field vs. Shelterwood) and contains seed
sources from contrasting provenances along
the Appalachians (warm southern vs. cold

Save the date!
Evening lecture: Tuesday, October 17, 2017
Field trip: Wednesday, October 18, 2017

www.firesciencenorthatlantic.org
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American Chestnut Restoration in New England – Cold Damage as an Added Challenge
Paul G. Schaberg, Research Plant
Physiologist, and Paula F. Murakami,
Biological Science Technician,
USDA Forest Service, Northern Research
Station, pschaberg@fs.fed.us;
pmurakami.fs.fed.us
Gary J. Hawley, Research Associate,
University of Vermont, Rubenstein School
of Environment and Natural Resources,
ghawley@uvm.edu
Kendra Collins, New England Regional
Science Coordinator, The American
Chestnut Foundation,
kendra.collins@acf.org
The American chestnut (Castanea dentata) was
once an ecological and economic keystone
species in the eastern United States, and once
comprised up to 50% of the basal area in
portions of the Appalachian hardwood forest
(Braun 1950). Its stature was impressive (some
over 120 feet tall) and it grew remarkably fast
(up to an inch in diameter per year) (Buttrick
1925, Kuhlman 1978). Its wood was straight
grained and extremely rot resistant, which
made it valuable for a wide-range of uses (e.g.,
construction, woodworking, furniture, railroad ties,
telephone poles, musical instruments, and mine
timbers) (Ronderos 2000). In addition, tannins
from wood and bark were integral to a large
leather tanning industry (Saucier 1973), and its
large, sweet and nutritious nuts were an
important source of food for wildlife, livestock
and rural human communities (Rice et al.
1980).
About 100 years ago, American chestnut was
removed as an overstory species in eastern
forests following the accidental introduction of
chestnut blight, caused by the fungal pathogen
Cryphonectria parasitica (Griffin 2000). The
blight produces stem cankers that eventually
girdle and kill the trunk, but do not harm the
root system. As a result of root collar sprouts
from stems killed by the blight, scattered
American chestnut persist in many portions of
its former range, mainly in the forest understory and with considerably reduced size and
reproductive success. Sprouts may reach
heights of 50 feet or more before they too are
killed by the blight and turn into new root
collar sprouts (Paillet 2002).

Because American chestnut played such a vital role in eastern deciduous
forests, much effort has been applied to its restoration. The American
Chestnut Foundation (TACF) has undertaken various avenues to either
increase the blight resistance of American chestnut or reduce the
virulence of the blight pathogen. Prominent among TACF’s efforts has
been the production of blight-resistant chestnut through hybridization
with Chinese chestnut (Castanea mollissima – to provide the genes for
blight resistance) followed by repeated backcrosses with American
chestnut (to provide the genes for the stature, form and local adaptation
inherent to native chestnuts) to produce B3F3 stock that contains about
94% American chestnut genes but has enhanced blight resistance (Hebard
2012). Up until recently, TACF’s breeding efforts were concentrated in
the central region of American chestnut’s historical range. However, in
order to fully restore the species, efforts have been extended to include
genes from disparate locations and to evaluate B3F3 stock performance
in many varied environments, including historical range limits that provide
additional challenges. For example, in the hot and humid South, the health
and productivity of American chestnuts are not only threatened by
chestnut blight, but also a pathogenic root rot (Phytophthora cinnamoni)
(Wang et al. 2013). In contrast, in the North, American chestnut appears
limited by the species’ marginal tolerance to the cold.
Although American chestnut’s range extends into northern Vermont and
New Hampshire and central Maine, its distribution in these locales is
primarily limited to lower elevations near large bodies of water (e.g., the
Champlain and Connecticut River valleys and the Atlantic coast; Wang et
al. 2013), where winter temperature lows are more moderate and
buffered from regional extremes. This range limitation to the warmest
microsites suggests that a vulnerability to low temperature damage may
be an important selection pressure at American chestnut’s northern limit.
In 2006 the USDA Forest Service Northern Research Station initiated a
partnership with the University of Vermont and TACF to evaluate if
marginal cold tolerance constrains chestnut restoration in the North, and
if so, to then evaluate genetic selection and silvicultural options for
mitigating this constraint.
Our initial research on this topic verified that American chestnut has only
marginal cold tolerance in winter relative to two native competitors:
northern red oak (Quercus rubra) and sugar maple (Acer saccharum)
(Gurney et al. 2011). Indeed, American chestnut shoots were almost 10°F
less cold hardy in mid-winter than the shoots of red oak and sugar maple.
Importantly, this difference in hardiness translated into greater winter
shoot injury in the field (Figure 1). American chestnut sources
experienced terminal shoot mortality rates of between 30 to over 60%
depending on the genetic source, whereas oak and maple showed no
signs of injury (Gurney et al. 2011). Loss of terminal shoots on the
chestnuts released lateral buds and resulted in growing stock with a
shrub-like habit not typical of the species (Figure 2).
In addition to shoots, American chestnut nuts are also vulnerable to
freeze-induced winter mortality that could reduce the reproductive capacity of the species in the North. Saielli et al. (2012) noted that Chinese
chestnut nuts were less cold tolerant than American chestnut nuts and
red oak acorns, and that American chestnut sources from a colder
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increased winter injury. Chinese chestnut seedlings had significantly
greater growth but experienced greater winter injury than American
chestnuts, whereas red oaks generally grew the least and experienced
intermediate levels of winter injury. There were also differences in
growth and winter injury among American chestnut sources: seedlings
from warm and moderate temperature hardiness zones grew more in
height and diameter, but experienced greater winter injury than seedlings
from a colder zone. Results from this study highlight an apparent tradeoff
between growth and cold tolerance at three levels: 1) among species
(Chinese versus American chestnut and red oak), 2) among American
chestnut sources (hardiness zones), and 3) with differences in the
environment (open versus partial and closed canopy silvicultural
treatments). In all cases, species, genetic sources within species, and
silvicultural treatments associated with greater growth also experienced
greater winter shoot mortality. As such, this may provide
another example of the broader ecological tradeoff for plants between
diverting energy and resources toward growth versus the formation
of protective compounds (Harms and Mattson 1992) such as sugars
and other cryoprotective substances used to avert freezing injury
(Strimbeck et al. 2015).

Figure 1. Terminal shoot mortality of an
American chestnut sapling in Vermont
resulting from winter freezing injury.
Photo credit: Kendra Collins.

hardiness zone were more hardy than nut
sources from warm and moderate hardiness
zones. This suggested that crosses with
Chinese chestnut to improve blight resistance
could also result in a greater vulnerability of
nuts to winter mortality. In contrast, nut cold
hardiness might be bolstered in breeding
programs by inclusion of genetic sources from
cold locations.
Due to growing evidence that American
chestnut restoration in the North may be
constrained by freezing injury, in 2009 we
established a replicated experiment on the
Green Mountain National Forest to evaluate
the influence of genetics and silvicultural
treatment on American chestnut growth and
shoot winter injury (Schaberg et al. 2013,
Saielli et al. 2014). We assessed height and
diameter growth and shoot winter injury of 13
genetic sources of American chestnut and two
sources each of Chinese chestnut and red oak
under three silvicultural treatments (open,
partial and closed canopy overstories). Early
results from this study indicated that seedlings
grown under open canopies that provided
greater access to light exhibited greater
growth than seedlings grown under partial and
closed canopies. However, open canopies also
resulted in lower winter temperatures that

Figure 2. The shrub-like form of saplings after the winter injury of
terminal shoots than then release lateral buds.
Photo credit: Kendra Collins.

Longer-term (seven-year) data from the Green Mountain National Forest
study has verified that American chestnut grown in the open exhibit
growth that far exceeds that in intermediate or closed canopies
(Schaberg et al. unpublished data). However, levels of winter shoot injury
among silvicultural treatments over time have been less consistent - with
greatest injury in the open treatment in only half of the years assessed.
Freezing injury in the field probably reflects interactions among many
factors, including the depth and duration of protective snowpack, yearly
fluctuations in temperature lows, and the number and intensity of
damaging freeze-thaw cycles. Despite consistent losses of shoots to winter injury, after seven years in the field American chestnut in the open
treatment have experienced superlative height growth – almost four
(Article continues on next page)
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(Chestnut article continued from previous page)

Figure 3. Spring frost injury to American
chestnut trees on the Green Mountain
National Forest grown in the open.
Photo credit: Paula Murakami

times greater than trees in the partial canopy
treatment and over 13 times greater than
trees in the closed treatment. Indeed, due to a
combination of very low growth and repeated
winter shoot injury, trees in the closed canopy
treatment have experienced about twice the
level of mortality of trees in other treatments
(Schaberg et al. unpublished data).
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Although the Green Mountain National Forest study was established to
examine American chestnut growth and winter shoot injury, it also
revealed another vulnerability of American chestnut to the cold – spring
frost injury to expanding leaves (Figure 3). In every year since we started
assessing frost injury in 2012, we have detected spring frost injury to
leaves. The level of injury varies considerably from year to year – from a
low of about 5% in 2014 to a high near 100% damage in 2015 (Schaberg
et al. unpublished data). Although still under investigation, the level of
damage seems dependent on the degree of leaf expansion relative to the
timing of frost exposure. In 2015 and other years of severe frost injury,
leaf damage was followed by a second flush of leaves – a process that
allows for continued photosynthesis during the growing season but which
likely depletes reserves of non-structural carbohydrates that otherwise
could fuel woody growth.
Although cold damage to leaves, shoots and nuts is currently an added
challenge to American chestnut restoration in New England, this
limitation may decrease if the climate continues to warm as projected
(Kunkel et al. 2013). In the North, the oak-hickory forest type, which
once included chestnut, is projected to expand, particularly under high
CO2 emission climate scenarios (Iverson et al. 2008). The North may
therefore be one of the most prominent locations for American chestnut
restoration because it would allow for species range extension as
southern habitats become less hospitable.
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NESAF Grants Update ~ Mel Harder, NESAF Grants Chair
Beginning in January of 2016 NESAF voted to fund a
multi-university 1-credit class titled “Family Forests of
New England”. The grant was proposed by MESAF and
the project was coordinated by Jessica Leahy
(University of Maine), with the help of Paul Catanzaro
(University of Massachusetts), and Tony D'Amato
(University of Vermont).
On February 28, 2017, Jessica Leahy reported there
would be 32 undergraduate forestry students attending
the NESAF winter meeting in Bangor as a part of their
Family Forest class requirement. Eleven from UMaine,
11 from UMass and 10 from UVM. A portion of the
grant supported the students to attend the conference.
Speakers for the Family Forest Program were from the
USDA Forest Service, UMass, UVM, UMaine, and
University of Minnesota. The students have learned
about family forest landowners, woodlot silviculture,
woodlot management in a time of climate change,
ecosystem services, recreation management issues,
assistance programs, and extension/outreach
techniques. The students have asked a lot of questions,
and they now seem more eager and willing to work
with family forest landowners as a result of the course.
During the Annual Winter Meeting in Bangor, many of
these students as they came over to personally thank
the NESAF Executive Committee for the funding.
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2017 Summer Silviculture Field Trip ~ Bennet Leon, Silviculture Working Group Chair
When: July 19-21, 2017
Where: Adirondacks (more detail below)
Who: You! the Silviculture Working Group, NESAF members, and others
CEU/CFEs to be determined.
Cost: details are being finialized
Contact: Bennet Leon (bennetleon@gmail.com) for more information!

Basic agenda:
Wednesday, July 19: Arrive in the afternoon/evening at Huntington Wildlife Forest in Newcomb, NY. (Lodging at HWF)
Thursday, July 20: Tour several sites over the course of the day at the Huntington Wildlife Forest, led by professor
emeritus Ralph Nyland (SUNY ESF).
Description: Tour will focus on the effects of American beech on northern hardwood stand dynamics, including the
understory responses and implications of a dominating root sucker understory on potential to regenerate other species, both
woody and herbaceous. We have examples of outcomes where past management controlled small and large beech, and where
cutting proceeded without beech reduction. That included cases for both even- and uneven-aged silviculture. During the
course of the day we will look at the character of unmanaged stands that currently have an important beech component, what
past research and experience revealed about the importance of beech control, how management at HWF incorporated those
findings to insure high species diversity and healthy stands, and how that affected the local wildlife communities. Stacy McNulty
will discuss the research she has done for an extended time on beechnut production, production cycles, and how those affect
populations of several mammal species. The tour will inspect these different research and management sites along a 10-mile
loop road within the Forest, as well as some side roads. Some adjustment may be made along the way in response to interest
expressed by the group, and to stay within time limits.
Dinner and après-tour activities (TBA) at Huntington Wildlife Forest
Friday, July 21: Leave Newcomb/Long Lake after breakfast.
9:00: Arrive Paul Smith's Visitor Interpretive Center. (75 minutes travel time.)
9:15: begin tour of Forest Ecosystem Research and Demonstration Area (FERDA), led by Mark Twery, Tony D'Amato, Nicole
Rogers, and Joe Orefice.
Description: We will visit six different types of treatments over the course of 2.5 hours (30 minutes of walking, 2 hours of
discussions), including single-tree selection, a control area, a two-aged experiment treatment, a clearcut, a shelterwood, and a
group selection. We will distribute data on the treatments that were applied and the residual stands, then discuss the
successes and problems with each treatment. Included are interpretive signs along the trail that will serve as stimuli for
additional discussion of how to explain forestry treatments to clients and the public. We will also cover the interaction of
silvicultural treatments with the animal communities and herbaceous plants on the site. See a sampling of different silvicultural
systems applied since 1999. Walk is about 2.5 miles round trip with minor bushwhacking.
12:00: Lunch outdoors at the Visitor Center.
1:00: Optional tour to old-growth white pine stand on Paul Smith's College land.
Description: The afternoon tour will be a visit to an old growth stand of eastern white pine. This stand was dated to have
initiated around 1650 and currently includes pines over 150’ tall. The stand structure is complex and the mid story supports
impressive red spruce. Beyond just big trees, this stand is sure to inspire conversation about old growth structure, coarse
woody material, and what’s its future will entail.
~3:00: depart for home or weekend Adirondacks exploration...
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Northeast Silviculture Institute for Foresters Workshops in June, July, September & October 2017

Application deadlines for
private foresters
The Nort heast Silvicultur e
Institute for Foresters (Institute), a
series of training workshops in
graduate level silviculture in 2017 and
2018, holds its second 2-day
workshop in Orono, Maine on Spruce
-Fir forest-type silviculture June 2223, 2017. Three other 2-day
workshops targeting specific forest
types will be held later in 2017:
Pine-Oak-Hemlock, Portsmouth, NH
July 17 & 18 – private forester
application deadline – June 9, 2017
Northern Hardwoods, Bartlett, NH
Sept 13 & 14 – private forester
application deadline – July 24, 2017
Mixed Oak-Hickory, Eastford, CT
Oct 30 & 31 – private forester
application deadline – Sept 1, 2017

Private foresters who want their
previously submitted applications
re-submitted for one of these
workshops MUST send an e-mail to
levesque@inrsllc.com asking that this
occur. Please note: Applications previously
submitted will NOT automatically be
re-submitted for subsequent workshops
without a specific request to do so.
There are only 50 seats available at
each session. Publicly employed
foresters interested in attending one
or more of the sessions should contact
their supervisor for more information
about how to apply. Private sector
foresters will need to apply directly to
the Institute to attend, given the
limited seating.

Interested private sector foresters should visit
http://northeastsilvicultureinstitute.org/
and
complete the application found there and send it in
no later than the deadlines listed above to be
considered. A selection committee will score and rank the
applications to determine who will attend the workshops.
Foresters who are not selected to attend in 2017 can
re-apply when the workshops are offered again in 2018.
Later in 2017, foresters will also have the opportunity to
access all the workshop materials via an online portal.
A $50 registration fee will cover some food, classroom
material and field trips for most of the sessions. Lodging is
extra. For more information please contact Charles Levesque
at 603-588-3272 or levesque@inrsllc.com.
The Institute workshops are designed to provide northeast U.S. foresters
with the appropriate knowledge to make sound, science-based decisions
for forest ecosystem management, harvests and regeneration. This
project is designed so it can be used in the USDA Forest Service's
National Advanced Silviculture Program (NASP) to provide landscapespecific materials for northeast forests. The Institute offers a graduate
program level of instruction for practicing foresters. Funding support has
been provided by the USDA Forest Service State & Private Forestry.
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Maine Division News ~Anthony Filauro
Summer/Fall Field Tours and Meetings
On July 14, a field tour will be held in the
Rangeley area on lands of Seven Islands Land
Company. The tour will focus on commercial
thinning in small diameter softwood stands.
The tour will limit attendance due to logistics
with transportation in the field. The tour will
originate in Orono, with additional pick-up
points established between Orono and
Rangeley.
On Friday, October 6, MESAF will hold its fall
meeting in conjunction with The American
Chestnut Foundation, at the Double Tree
Hotel in South Portland. The program will
focus on rehabilitation silviculture and
restoration of the American chestnut in Maine,
the northeast and the eastern Appalachians. As
part of the program, a field tour will be
provided on Saturday, October 7, that will
originate from the Double Tree Hotel, with an
additional pick-up point near Augusta. The
tour will visit a seed orchard located in
Winthrop and field trials located in Readfield
and Vienna. MESAF will mail information about
the fall meeting later in the summer and will
post that information on its website.
Tour information will be provided with
MESAF’s announcement of the fall meeting,
and on the MESAF website www.mesaf.org
MESAF Nominating Committee
The MESAF Nominating Committee is
soliciting members interested in serving on the
Executive Committee in the position of Vice
Chair or Member-At-Large. The Vice Chair is
a learning position that leads toward becoming
the MESAF Chair the following year. An
individual serving as Member-At-Large helps
guide activities of the Executive Committee
and organizes summer field tours.
MESAF members are encouraged to serve in
leadership positions in order to improve their
professional skills and to interact with other
forestry professionals. Individuals interested in
serving on the MESAF Executive Committee
should contact Katie Manende at
Kathryn.Manende@cmpco.com
Forestry Moving Forward
Efforts continue to revitalize Maine’s forest
industry. The future will likely involve the
development of chemical products for the
manufacture of plastics, biofuels, and other
materials. Maine’s advantage in this developing

industry lies in its extensive forest resources, its existing logging industry
infrastructure and its available workforce. Timing will be important in
order to capitalize on these assets.
Recently it was announced that the Old Town Fuel and Fiber mill would
be reactivated for development of a large-scale project that will derive
chemicals from wood fiber that can be used in the manufacture of
bioproducts. This effort is in initial stages of development; however
significant research in progress at the University of Maine, enhances
future possibilities.
National Monument
Recently, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument was in the
news when Governor LePage traveled to Washington D.C. to voice his
opposition about the monument to the Trump Administration. President
Trump plans to rescind the creation of several national monuments
established under President Obama and other administrations.
Political uncertainty may continue for some time concerning Katahdin
Woods & Waters National Monument. It would benefit the state to
coalesce around a single course of action going forward. MESAF members
are encouraged to voice their support or opposition to state and Federal
representatives concerning the Katahdin Woods & Waters National
Monument, to help resolve the present situation.
American Tree Farm
Bryan and Pan Wells, owners of Wells Tree Farm in Milford, are finalists
for designation as National Tree Farmers of the Year. MESAF members
visited the Wells Tree Farm in 2015, as part of a summer field tour.
Bryan and Pam have done significant work to improve the quality of
forest stands on the property and perform streamside restoration work
along Sunkaze Stream that boarders the property.
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Granite State Division News ~ Stephen Eisenhaure
NESAF Annual Meeting
The Granite State Division will host NESAF
this year and planning is underway. It will be
held at the Radisson in Nashua, March 26
through 29, 2018. Contact Susan Francher
(603-271-2214; susan.francher@dred.nh.gov),
the general chair of the event, for questions or
for volunteer opportunities.
GDSAF Workshops and Meetings
There are several interesting educational
opportunities coming up. The Granite State
Division Society of American Foresters, NH
Division of Forests and Lands, and the US
Forest Service are teaming up to present
“Hands on with today’s forest insects and
diseases”, to be held at Fox Forest on July 14th.
Questions about the program should be
directed to Kyle Lombard (603-464-3016;
klombard@dred.state.nh.us) while questions
about registration should be directed
to Annarie VanCoesant (603-862-1028;
annarie.vancoesant@unh.edu).
Two members of our executive committee,
Maggie Machinist and Andy Fast, recently
presented at GSD co-sponsored events and
provided the following recaps.
From Maggie:
The Mud Season Breakfast was held on May
4th this year in Berlin, NH. The morning
started off with the usual updates from various
agencies, including Forests and Lands, Fish and
Game, NHTOA and Granite State SAF. The
topic for the day was “What Else Can I do in the
Woods?” There were some very interesting
speakers, the first talked about non-timber
products such as wreaths, fir pillows, etc. The
second, showed in great detail the process of
growing shitake mushrooms on logs and the
system he uses on his organic farm. The final
speaker discussed the financials of making
maple syrup and the age old question of
whether a landowner make more money
tapping or growing timber.
After lunch, the group headed to the woods to
look at a NRCS project of non- commercial
crop tree release done with brush saws. It was
a great day and well attended.

From Andy:
The 19th annual Blackfly Breakfast was held on May 16th at Pat’s Peak Ski
Area in Henniker, NH.
The program began with State Forester Brad Simpkins providing an
overview of the state of NH forestry, followed by the annual “NH forestry
happenings and market round-up” then a few speaker’s on this year’s
theme: “Understanding what makes New Hampshire’s sawmills viable”.
Steve Patten reviewed a study on the economic contribution of the sawmill industry in NH (nhtoa.org/files/docs/SawmillReportFINAL02-17.pdf).
Bruce Dahn of HHP, Inc delivered a talk on hardwood lumber markets
followed by Alden Robbins of Robbins lumber who covered softwood
lumber markets. The optional afternoon session focused on timber
depletion and a tool foresters can use to calculate the financial benefit of
depleting timber (extension.unh.edu/timber-basis).
The Northeast Silviculture Institute for Foresters is a special chance for
foresters of the region to participate in graduate level workshops. The
first, the Silviculture Institute Overview, was held on May 23 and 24th.
Additional classes are scheduled to be held later this year. Dates are
listed in this issue, or online at, www.northeastsilvicultureinstitute.org.
Biomass News
The recent shutdown of the Alexandria, NH, biomass plant, one of the
six independent biomass plants in NH that are at risk of closure due to
low wholesale electricity prices, highlights the need to support low grade
markets. Membership has been vocal in its support and is awaiting a final
decision on Senate Bill 129, which would help stabilize low grade markets
by supporting the Renewable Portfolio Standard (PRS) law. GSD/SAF
presented a position statement on behalf of membership at several
hearings, supporting the bill. The Science & Technology committee voted
17-4 in favor of SB 129 on May 16th. A full house vote will be held in the
near future. Staying on the theme of low grade markets, the executive
committee is looking into applying to the Forester’s Fund which is a
grant, offered by SAF National to gather information about low grade
wood use within the state. We are just beginning to look into this project
and we will keep our membership informed of our progress.
Retirements
Long time SAF member and iconic forestry instructor Don Quigley
officially retires this year after more than 39 years at UNH’s Thompson
School. Many of us in NH forestry have Don to thank either through his
direct tutelage or through his many cooperative efforts.
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Vermont Division News ~ Ginger Anderson
Making Forest Management
More Affordable
One of Vermont Governor Phil Scott’s goals is
to make Vermont a more affordable place to
live and work. In that spirit, the VT Legislature
engaged in some initiatives important to
forestry.
They passed a sales tax exemption for timber
harvesting and processing equipment and parts
similar to that enjoyed by farming equipment.
Other states in our region already exempt this.
Another initiative involved clarified the rules
for dyed “off road” diesel fuel to help Vermont
loggers claim an exemption on this tax.
Third, $50,000 to order and distribute at least
25 pre-built skidder bridges to sell to loggers
at a 90% cost share has been set-aside. Again,
this recognizes the need for parity with
farmers who receive a similar cost share for
water quality program elements.
To be continued until the next legislative
session: recommendations from a study group
on opportunities to lower Workers’
Compensation rates for logging and log
hauling. Vermont has the highest rates in the
region, and this is hurting forest management
in the state.
Forest Tent Caterpillar
Returns to Vermont
The native and cyclic pest, Forest Tent
Caterpillar (Malacosma disstria) is on the
upswing in Vermont, where the pest finds
ample sugar maple to devour. Surveys for
defoliation ranging from light to heavy were
reported on over 24,00 acres in 2016. Most of
the mapped defoliation was in Lamoille, Essex,
Orleans and Washington counties, but other
areas also reported the insect. Several affected
maple sugar producers decided to treat their
woodlots with FORAY™ a formulation of B.t.
(Bacillus thuringiensis) known to be effective in
killing these defoliators. Aerial spraying for the
pest began May 18 on selected blocks.
Observations will be made throughout the
summer to monitor treatment effectiveness.

Silviculture Academy Debut
The Outdoor Center in Craftsbury hosted the inaugural session of
the Northeast Silvicultural Institute for Foresters in May. The first course
is an overview of silviculture, while the sessions that follow will delve
into specific challenges with forest types in locations throughout New
England. The next session on Spruce-Fir management will be held in
Orono, Maine.
Revised Water Quality Regulations
Vermont’s Accepted Management Practices for Maintaining Water Quality on Logging Jobs in Vermont (AMPs) have been revised. Workshops
have been taking place to acquaint foresters and loggers with the newest
version. It is available on-line at www.fpr.vermont.gov/forest/
vermonts_forests/amps
Cut With Confidence
Vermont has released an information series for woodland owners under
the tagline “Cut With Confidence”. These are brief guides to offer basic tips
to folks on the workings of their forest, basic forest wildlife information,
some facts they need to know about water quality, a few economic
considerations for forest management and an introduction to choosing
and working with foresters & loggers. These briefs were drawn from the
Vermont Voluntary Harvesting Guidelines, and are available online at:
www.fpr.vermont.gov/forest/vermonts_forests/your_woods/VTCutWithConfidence

Time to
It’s the time of year when we are looking around for a few good
individuals to serve as candidates for Chapter, Division, and
NESAF Officers! Perhaps you attended a Leadership Academy,
helped out an a Annual Winter Meeting, or are looking to serve in
different capacity? A new opportunity awaits you, as there are
several positions which may interest you.
The opportunities are:
NESAF Chair-Elect, Secretary, and Treasurer
State Representatives from CT, RI, and NH
and several local and working group chair positions
Interested? Contact Rob MacMillan or any EC member on page 2
with questions or more information before Sept 1, 2017.
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Connecticut Chapter News ~ Mel Harder
Connecticut Forest & Park Association Walk the Woods with a Forester
A number of walks in the woods with a
professional forester to introduce the public
with the art and science of woodland
management this Spring. The walks are
described below, including an upcoming walk in
July led by Jeff Ward.

CTSAF Spring Field Meeting
On April 5, about 40 CTSAF members gathered at the Peoples State
Forest in Barkhamsted CT for a vernal pool workshop. Darcy Winther of
the CT DEEP gave an overview of current municipal wetland regulations
and forestry, highlighting recent changes, court cases and CT DEEP
actions. She also introduced a new and revised pamphlet titled Forestry
and Connecticut's Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Act, which is available
for download on the CT DEEP website.

April 15 - Walk and Talk with Emery Gluck
Cockaponset State Forest. Haddam, CT
Highlights of this easy to moderate 2.5 mile
hike include Turkey Hill Natural Area
Preserve; remnants of an old charcoal mound;
forest management; evidence of Emerald Ash
Borer, a 1942 forest fire and old homestead.

Dawn McKay, senior CT DEEP biologist, reviewed the biology and status
of Connecticut’s amphibian species and the importance of vernal pools
for many of their life cycles. The group then visited a vernal pool in the
Peoples State Forest to get a first hand look at this important habitat.
CEU certificates were distributed at the meeting conclusion.

May 6th - Explore a Post-Harvest Woodland
with a Forester , Field Forest. Durham, CT
CFPA staff and consulting forester, Eric
Hansen, led a tour of the Field Forest
property, discussing the goals for the recent
harvest and how foresters decide which trees
to cut.
July 15, 9:30 AM - Walk and Talk with Jeff
Ward, Naugatuck State Forest. Hamden, CT.
See a wide variety of habitats from vernal
pools to ridgetop communities on very thin
soils (and a stream if we detour towards Rt
42), a variety of forest management practices,
invasive species, recovery from a wildfire in the
mid-1990s, and an excellent view from the Mt.
Sanford overlook. We will hike for 2.5 - 3
hours.
From the CT DEEP website
Forest practitioners in CT are licensed by the
CT DEEP. Currently there are 121 licensed
foresters; 297 licensed supervising forest
products harvesters; and 47 forest product
harvesters. Licensing is by written exam.
Upcoming Exam Schedule
7/12/17 - 9:30am at Sessions Woods,
Burlington - Supervising Harvester and Forest
Products Harvester
10/11/17 9:00am at Sessions Woods,
Burlington - Forester, Supervising Harvester
and Harvester

Senior DEEP Biologist Dawn McKay leads a group of foresters at a
vernal pool in Peoples State Forest. Photo courtesy of Mel Harder.

The Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station
The Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station will hold its 107th
Annual Plant Science Day at its outdoor research facility (Lockwood
Farm) in Hamden, on Wednesday August 2nd, 2017. Plant Science Day
usually attracts 1,000 to 1,200 visitors and gives the public an opportunity
to discuss current research topics with our scientists, explore the
research farm and listen to informative talks. The keynote speaker this
year will be Rob Klee, Commissioner of CT DEEP. CAES scientists will
present short talks on gypsy moths and the recent outbreak, bees and
neonicotinoid pesticides, and new research on wine grapes. There will be
demonstrations on pruning techniques, control of household insects, plus
comprehensive barn exhibits highlighting research from each of our
Departments, and over 30 displays on current research.
If your organization is interested in participating in this year’s Plant
Science Day, please email Peter Thiel at peter.thiel@ct.gov or contact
him at 203-974-8493 to register. Space under the tent is limited, so reply
quickly! It will be first come, first served for space under the tent. There
are no fees to exhibit, and the event is free to the public.
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In Memoriam
Well-loved, long-time UNH Forestry professor and College Woods devotee, Jim Barrett, recently passed at his home. Born
in Decatur, Georgia, he was the son of Edris Marion (Lowe) and Samuel Slade Barrett. After obtaining degrees from North
Carolina State University and Duke University, he worked for the U.S. Forest Service for several years.
In 1962, he moved to New Hampshire. Barrett enjoyed teaching in the Natural Resources Department at the University of
New Hampshire for over four decades. He delighted in taking walks through the New England woods. His teaching and writing
expresses concern for the protection of the wonderful natural resources on this earth. In lieu of flowers, donations can be
made in memory of James Barrett to the College Woods Coalition (Bruns Group), c/o Department of Natural Resources,
James Hall, University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH 03824 or The College Woods Scholarship Endowment. Please send
checks to the University of New Hampshire Foundation, Inc., 9 Edgewood Rd., Durham, NH 03824.

Mel Jenkins, responsible for the initial development of the Thompson School and faculty member there for more than 35
years, passed away on May 15th. Thompson School Forestry alumni have him to thank for much; the pragmatic core of the
program is a legacy to Mel’s hard work and dedication to education and forestry.
After graduating from high school in Somerville, MA Mel served in the U.S. Navy during the Korean Conflict as a
photographer's mate in Tokyo, Japan and aboard the aircraft carrier U.S.S Boxer. He then received his undergraduate degree
from the University of Massachusetts, Amherst and continued his studies with a Master's Degree in Forestry at the University
of New Hampshire. After graduation, Mel was asked to developed the two year Forest Technology Program at the University
of New Hampshire's Thompson School where he enjoyed the hundreds of students he taught in Forest Management, Wildlife
Management, Land Surveying, Ecology, and Fire Suppression for 35 years.
Mel has been recognized for his significant contributions to the Land Surveying and Forest Management profession through the
New Hampshire Land Surveyor's Association where he served as President and was the recipient of numerous awards
including one for surveying excellence. Having served as a Selectman for the Town of Lee, NH Mel also founded the Town's
Conservation Commission and Town Forest. In recognition of Mel's interest in continuing education, donations may be made
to the M.E. Jenkins Scholarship Fund c/o NHLSA, P.O. Box 689, Raymond, NH 03077.

Lawrence S. Hamilton Professor Emeritus Cornell University, distinguished educator, environmental leader, and peace
activist, died October 6, 2016, at age 91. Grounded in love of Nature and strong ethical sense of fairness, Larry began his
career as Zone Forester for Ontario, after serving as a Royal Navy pilot in WWII and studying Forestry at University of
Toronto. He then received his MS- NY State College of Forestry; PhD- University of Michigan; and had Post-Doctoral StudiesUniversity of California, Berkeley. At Cornell's Department of Natural Resources (1951-80) he was an exceptional educator,
advisor, and pioneer of courses in forest ecology, watershed studies, interdisciplinary collaboration, and international resource
issues. In the early 1970s, Larry produced one of the first documentations of tropical rainforest deforestation (Venezuela) and
mangrove destruction (Trinidad).
A Trustee of The Nature Conservancy Vermont for over two decades, he also shared his expertise, love of Nature, and good
humor through writing, education, and many local conservation initiatives. He was active in Veterans for Peace, Green
Mountain Chapter. Contributions in his honor welcomed to The Nature Conservancy of Vermont and Charlotte Land Trust.
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Continuing Forestry Education Update ~ Andrew Fast, UNH
DATE
4-Apr
5-Apr
5-Apr
8-Apr
12-Apr
12-Apr
12-Apr
13-Apr
14-Apr
18-Apr
18-Apr
19-Apr
20-Apr
20-Apr
21-Apr
21-Apr
22-Apr
22-Apr
22-Apr
22-Apr
25-Apr
25-Apr
27-Apr
28-Apr
30-Apr
1-May
2-May
3-May
3-May
3-May
4-May
4-May
4-May
4-May
4-May
5-May
5-May
6-May
8-May
8-May
12-May
12-May
13-May
15-May
16-May
18-May
19-May
23-May
24-May
24-May
26-May
31-May
31-May

TITLE

LOCATION

CATEGORY

Adapting Forested Watershed to Climate Change in the Northeast
Invasive Forest Pest Workshop
Vernal Pools and Timber Harvesting
Woodcock Walk and Talk
Introduction to GIS and GPS
Tree Risk Assessment and Management Training
Recognizing Invasive Insect Pests
Spreadsheets & HY-8 for Culverts with Natural Bottoms (Day 1)
Spreadsheets & HY-8 for Culverts with Natural Bottoms (Day 2)
Forest Pest First Detector Training
NH Timber Harvesting Law
Vermont Forest Health Information Meeting
Forest Soils in the Hogback Ecoregion (lecture 2)
NH Timber Harvesting Law
Soil Genesis
The Origins of New Shade and Ornamental Trees
Forest Soils in the Hogback Ecoregion (field trip 3)
Tree Time Walkabout with Michael Dirr
Sullivan County NHTOA Annual Meeting
Utility Arboriculture - From the Ground Up!
Exploring Silvicultural Strategies in Northern New England Irregular Shelterwood
Fundamentals of Forestry
Fundamentals of Forestry
Understanding the basis and use of wetland evaluation
Forest Stewards Guild Silvicultural Field Tour
Revised AMPs - Implementation and Closeout
Stewardship Forester/Tree Farm Inspector Training and Information Meeting
Safe and Productive Felling
Local Wood, Local Good: Sourcing VT grown wood
Stewardship Forester/Tree Farm Inspector Training and Information Meeting
Stewardship Forester/Tree Farm Inspector Training and Information Meeting
Soil Classification/Taxonomy
27th Annual Mud Breakfast
Vermont Arbor Day Conference
WFM Maine and New Hampshire Foresters Workshop
WFM Maine and New Hampshire Foresters Workshop
US Army Corps wetland delineator methods (day 1)
Plant Identification Tools and How to Use Them
Converting Forests to Agricultural Land
Converting Forests to Agricultural Land
Forestry for Maine Birds - Kennebec Woodland Days
US Army Corps wetland delineator methods (day 2)
NHTOA Annual Meeting
eCuse Training for Consulting Foresters
Maine's Forest Economy and Certification
Revised AMPs - Implementation and Closeout
US Army Corps wetland delineator methods (day 3)
Northeast Silviculture Institute (Day 1)
Northeast Silviculture Institute (Day 2)
eCuse Training for Consulting Foresters
US Army Corps wetland delineator methods (day 4)
2017 Annual Consulting Foresters Meeting
Grasses for beginners

Keene, NH
Farmington, ME
Barkhamsted, CT
Etna, NH
Williston, VT
Woodstock, VT
Errol, NH
Bangor, ME
Bangor, ME
Waterbury, VT
NH
Woodstock, VT
Bristol, VT
NH
Concord, NH
Amherst, MA
Bristol, VT
Amherst, MA
Unity, NH
Amherst, MA
VT
NH
NH
Manchester, NH
Thetford, VT
Rutland, VT
Bangor, ME
Springfield, NH
Burlington, VT
Augusta, ME
Scarborough, ME
Concord, NH
Berlin, NH
Montpelier, VT
West Forks, ME
West Forks, ME
Portsmouth, NH
Framingham, MA
Morrisville, VT
Morrisville, VT
Albion, ME
Portsmouth, NH
Gorham, NH
VT
Houlton, ME
Barre, VT
Portsmouth, NH
Craftsbury Commons, VT
Craftsbury Commons, VT
VT
Portsmouth, NH
Randolph, VT
Portsmouth, NH

11.5/I
2.0/I
2.5/I
2.5/I
16.0/I
6.0/I
1.5/I
7.0/I
6.5/I
3.0/I
6.0/I
3.0/I, 1.0/II
1.5/I
6.0/I
5.5/I
1.0/I, 1.0/II
3.0/I
1.5/I
1.0/II
1.5/I
1.0/I
2.5/I, 3.5/II
2.5/I, 3.5/II
6.0/II
6.0/I
6.0/I
6.0/I
6.5/II
4.0/I
6.0/I
6.0/I
5.5/I
5.5/I
3.5/I
4.5/I
4.0/I
6.0/I
3.0/I
4.5/I
4.5/I
4.5/I
6.0/I
3.0/I
2.5/I
2.5/I
6.0/I
6.0/I
7.5/I
8.0/I
2.5/I
6.0/I
5.0/I
5.5/I
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forests. resources. communities.
Our mission as foresters is to be responsible stewards of the earth’s forests while meeting society’s
vital needs. The challenge of our mission lies in keeping forest ecosystems healthy and intact while
concurrently drawing on their resources. We will meet this challenge by carefully monitoring and
managing the effects of natural and human forces on the forest. Our decisions will be guided by our
professional knowledge, our compassion for all living things, our desire to improve citizens’ lives, and
our respect and concern for the entire forest ecosystem. By advancing forestry science, education,
technology, and the practice of forestry, NE SAF will provide the leadership to achieve its mission.

